
SOMETHING FISHY GOING ON AT SEA WORLD

On our family vacation in 1976
The Seasholtz family decided to head up to Sandusky, Ohio
For the old Sea World/Cedar Point one two punch
 
Both parks are on a peninsula on Lake Erie
Cedar Park has been around since 1870
They had a Pirate Ride that I thought was pretty funny
Because it so obviously a rip-off of the Pirates Of The Caribbean at Disney World
I love second rate rides
Especially not scary haunted houses
 
But the scares were awaiting us at Sea World
There was a 3,000 pound, 18 foot long great white shark
JAWS WAS AT SEA WORLD!
 
So after checking out Shamu and friends
We waited in line to see the GREAT WHITE
I didn't see a tank at the end of the line
Just a tent
 
That's right, JAWS was frozen solid!
They just had this gigantic, frozen shark hanging on wires
In an air-conditioned tent with little fans blowing on it.
 
I didn't feel scared at all
I felt sorry for the dead shark
 
After that we saw the Super Friends on water skis
They had a very patriotic finale
After all, it was the bicentennial
And JAWS was dead



Shappy Seaholtz has an extensive 8-Track tape collection, an impressive selection of View-Master reels, a 
vast array of plastic figurines of old advertising mascots and far too many long boxes of comic books. Shappy is a 
National Poetry Slam Champion and is the creator of the Nerd Slam, a poetry competition that is half nerd 
poetry, half trivia-off. He has appeared on CNN, MTV and HBO's DEF POETRY. His most recent collection of 
poems, SPOKEN NERD REVOLUTION was published by Penmanship Books in 2011 and his work has appeared 
in several WRITE BLOODY PRESS anthologies. He is currently in Michigan working on his poetry memoir-
AMERICAN BUCKEYE.
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